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Inspiring Leaders Own 
Their Brilliance 

The first step toward owning our brilliance is to notice and articulate 
our unique abilities, deepest passions, and natural strengths. 

In this process of discovery, it can be useful to contrast our natural 
brilliance with activities that fall into what we call our zones of 

incompetence, competence and even excellence.  

We adapt the following material from our colleague 
Gay Hendricks in his book The Big Leap.

What activities do I do that others can do better?  
What work do I do for which I consistently receive 
negative feedback?  What do I do that I don’t enjoy?

What activities do I do that others can do just as well 
or better?  What work do I do well, but doesn’t feel 
satisfying?  

What activities do I do that I can do better than most, 
but that leaves me feeling unsatisfied?  What do I do 
that consistently generates positive feedback, but 
feels as if “something is missing?”

What activities do I most love to do?  What are my 
unique abilities?  What work do I do that doesn’t 
seem like work?  What activities do I love to do so 
much that time disappears?  What work do I do 
that produces the highest ratio of satisfaction and 
abundance to amount of time spent?  What do I do 
that makes my heart sing? 

Zone of Incompetence

Zone of Competence

Zone of Excellence

Zone of Brilliance



Material adapted from The Big Leap by Gay Hendricks
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Working in our Brilliance Leads to 
Greater Ease and Flow 

The amount of time we spend in our zones of incompetence, competence, 
excellence and brilliance reveals our commitments — both conscious and 

unconscious.  Review the commitments below and ask yourself:

•  What percentage of my work hours are spent in each of the zones below? 
•  What might I learn about my commitments (conscious and unconscious)?

Zone
What percentage of 

your time do you 
spend in each zone? 

Commitment

Incompetence - Persisting 
in doing things others can 
do better

An unconscious 
commitment to frustration 
and suffering

Competence - Persisting 
in doing things others can 
do just as well

An unconscious 
commitment to going 
through the motions

Excellence - Persisting in 
doing things that I can do 
better than most, but isn’t 
satisfying

An unconscious 
commitment to doing well 
but playing safe

Brilliance - Choosing to 
do things that I love doing, 
that leverage my unique 
abilities, and give me 
energy

A conscious commitment 
to expressing my brilliance 
and expanding my 
capacity for ease, flow 
and joy

Are you willing to increase the percentage of time you spend in your 
zone of brilliance? If yes, what is your new target percentage?


